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When working in within an Assembly the Selection Intent is set Within
Work PartOnly as a default. I have to change it every time to Entire

Assembly. I know some might like this setting and have reasons for it,
but I don't. I looked through Customer Defaults and could not find any

setting related to this. Am I missing it Tried usingCommand Finder
and that did not help. I asked this question 3 years ago, but was told
by Siemens there was no setting I could change. Please help or could
Siemens add a place in Customer Defaults to change it I attached a
sreen shot showing what I am talking about. Thankyou. What was

your rendering style set to It looks like its failing with the lightworks
libraries. I would try uninstalling the graphics driver completely before
reinstalling the certified driver (rather thanjust upgrading the driver)-

this seems to have correct a lot of the C++ errors that were being
raised with the translators. Allegedly, Windows 10 updatesare

messing with graphics driver's registry settings. You can always
download the latest drivers, software or games directly from the

manufacturers Websites. Read the documentation from Siemens only
in English. If you have any questions concerning additional drivers for
your product, you can contact directly the manufacturers. it is used
for developing, simulating, and visualizing a physical system that is

made of several components. it is especially well-suited for.. for each
model part of a multi-component simulation. siemens nx 10.0.3.5

update win64 siemens nx is a multi-platform cad and cae solution for
designing mechanical parts, assemblies, and plants. nx is used for
product design and analysis, from idea through product.. nx suite
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I have not experienced this issue before, nor have I recieved any
updates from you about it. I recently performed an update to from
10.0.2 to 10.0.3 in hopes of helping to resolve the behavior issues I
was experiencing. I have also tried a Windows 7 clean install and

registry clean up and nothing has worked. The error messages still
occur and do not go away after resetting. I have downloaded and
updated from the Siemens site and also the developer site, but

cannot get to a solution. Was attempting to update the server from
9.5.1 to 10.0.3 and failed. So I re-downloaded the 3.5 version and

updated that. Everything seemed to work great until a couple of days
after the update. I went back to the work orders and I'm getting the
same error message. I have tried going in and trying to clear out the
messages but it keeps re-appearing. I have had this issue in the past.
I set my display type to OpenGL, I uninstalled BIM_VIEWER first and
then I re-installed it. It has worked fine for a month or two, until I get

a white screen. I have tried re-installing all of my software,
BIM_VIEWER, Siemens NX, Siemens Cimatron, Siemens CimPort and

CimXplore. My hardware is a HP z820 with the i7 quad core processor.
I have tried to change the display type to OpenGL and Unity 2D, but

nothing will work. Siemens NX is a powerful, robust, feature-rich
CAD/CAM/CAE and DPE solution for the design of industrial machinery
and robotics, automotives, and electromechanical systems. Designed

and developed by Siemens, NX provides full integration with all
Siemens software and products. NX also integrates with third-party
advanced computing tools, including SolidWorks CAD and Gerber

software from 3D Systems. NX supports 2D and 3D data input from
CAM, CAM-W/CAM-WL, CAM-WS, and CAM-WL/CAM-WS (export from

CAM), as well as 2D and 3D (import from CAM) data from X-Y plotters.
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